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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

While the fashion industry has embraced social influencers and messaging commerce, a recent campaign from
French label Chlo demonstrated just how much potential these strategies have for luxury marketers.

WeChat is China's most-influential social platform today, with consumers completing almost every type of daily task
on the mobile application. According to Fashionbi's "Key Opinion Leaders in Fashion Industry Report," WeChat also
has immense potential as selling vehicle for brands, citing Chlo as a prime example after the Richemont-owned
brand sold all 85 of a limited-edition handbag through an influencer campaign hosted on the app.

"The fashion brands are switching the advertising budgets towards the online channels and the promotion via KOLs
have an important role in the new marketing campaigns," said Yana Bushmeleva, chief operating officer at
Fashionbi. "However, there are certain risks, for example, the influencer can lose the trust and popularity or can
even provide incorrect stats about his/her social media accounts, as the result the brand won't reach the settled
goals."

Social influencers
According to Fashionbi, brands increased their spend on influencer campaigns by 50 percent in 2017.

The doubling of spend increase to the key opinion leader channel is likely due to the strategy's ability to allow
marketers to reach the specific audience they want and how.
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December is flying by and I can barely keep up! Already started planning on what I'll be packing for our Christmas in
Monterey this year and sharing two of those holiday looks with @tuckernuck over on galmeetsglam.com today
(and I'll be wearing this leopard print coat over everrrrrthing) Link in profile to the post! #holidaystyle #leopardprint
#tuckernucking #findthefun #winterbucketlist  #christmasoutfit  #holidayfun #sponsored

A post shared by Julia Engel (Gal Meets Glam) (@juliahengel) on Dec 8, 2017 at 8:26am PST

While Fashionbi designated social media as the most-important digital channel for 2017, faith in paid search and
advertising is declining. Paid search and ad spend are projected to drop by 13 percent.

The most-popular form of KOL advertising is branded content shared by influencers on their own social media
channels, many times this turns into long-term sponsorships. Many times influencers become spokespeople for a
product or brand, supporting them through multiple outlets.

Brands and influencers work together sometimes to create limited-edition products, which are sold on other outlets.

For instance, Mr Bag, a popular influencer in China, partnered with Chlo for a limited-edition bag to be sold on

https://www.instagram.com/p/BccqrOvFWxd/


WeChat for Valentine's Day. Only 85 of the bags were created with the limited stock selling out in three minutes.

Brands in China are significantly excited about KOL campaigns, with 63 percent of brands relying on this to cater to
consumers.

China's key opinion leaders are causing influencer marketing to evolve from content publishing to drivers of
ecommerce sales, according to other findings from The Luxury Conversation.

KOLs such as Mr. Bags and Gogoboi have massive social media followings with global reach, and their
communities are responding to sponsored posts and brand collaborations through ecommerce.

In China especially, the Luxury Conversation noted in its "KOLs in China -- From Publishers to Ecommerce" report
that the trend is exploding with influencers helping brands to sell products directly rather than a simple branded
content post (see more).

Celebrities versus micro-influencers
In the past major celebrities were the go-to option for a spokesperson campaign, but with social media the influencer
does not need to be a household name. Smaller influencers with niche audiences can offer much more value than a
major star such as a Kardashian family member.

Teamed up with @shanecompany for their #BigLitt leGifts campaign. Mike picked out the Oval Red Garnet
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necklace in sterling silver for me in honor of Baby D's arrival (January birthstone). Head to the blog to read the full
story (link in profile). The we're just as excited . #sponsored

A post shared by Crystalin Da Silva (@crystalinmarie) on Dec 8, 2017 at 11:34am PST

Luxury brands have been embracing the KOL strategy hoping to create a following of local customers through local
promotionals.

In fact, micro-influencers on social media have a greater impact than celebrities when it comes to branded posts
due to their niche audiences, according to another report from L2.

Celebrities and mega-influencers see modestly elevated engagement rates, but micro-influencers have much greater
engagement rates. However, micro-influencers post eight times more sponsored posts and brand partners than
celebrities, which can over time annoy followers (see more).

"In contrast to Western countries, in China, the brands' campaigns with KOLs have a more commercial approach,
the promotion of the products are made via live streaming platforms with a direct connection to the online store,"
Fashionbi's Bushmeleva said.
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